Etac Prio 3A
Customise your wheelchair
with accessories and options

Accessories & options
Customise the wheelchair Etac Prio 3A with a wide selection of accessories and options to
choose from.
Here we list a selection of possibilities. More accessories and options can be found on etac.com and in configuration.

Back cushion

Seat cushion, Basic

Soft and flexible back cushion, attached with
velcro to be combined with side cushions and
wedges.

The Basic cushion is gently contoured at the
rear.
Cover: Grey plush or grey hygiene fabric

Cover: Grey plush or grey hygiene fabric

3D back cushion

Seat cushion, Comfort

Unique back cushion providing support and
space for a kyphotic back or asymmetries,
attached with velcro. Can be combined with
side cushions and wedges.

The comfort cushion is slightly lower at the
rear. To further improve the stability, it has
a removable viscoelastic foam instert and
contouring for the thighs.

Cover: Grey plush

Cover: Grey plush or grey hygiene fabric.

Back support Cover

Solid seat

A thin cover that provides a wider back. Can
be combined with side cushions and wedges.

Available in wood or plastic.

Cover: Grey plush

Dynamic posterior pelvic support

Seat Velcro attachment kit

Reclining the back support will automatically
reduce the strap tension and retighten when
the back is brought to an upright position.
The ideal combination for activity and resting.
The pelvic strap is height adjustable for
precise setting.

To be fastened on the solid seat and on the
underside of the seat cushion.

Back cushion extender

Head support

Extend the back cushion when a higher
back is used to cover the gap between the
seat and the back cushion and increase the
support surface.

Adjustable in height, depth and sideways. The
cover is detachable and washable.
Cover: Grey plush or grey hygiene fabric

Cover: Grey hygiene fabric
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Extension back upholstery

Head support with side support

Extension part for the back upholstery to
discreetly cover the gap between the seat and
the back at higher back heights, for example
if the user uses incontinence protection.The
back upholstery also provides extra support
for the seat cushion.

Adjustable in height, depth, angle and
sideways. The cover is detachable and
washable.
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Cover: Grey hygiene fabric
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R82, anatomic head support

Tray

Anatomically shaped with side supports.
Padded and with a comfortable cover.
Adjustable in height, depth, angle and
sideways. The cover is detachable and
washable.

Transparent, mounted on the arm support.

Memory function

Hemi Tray

Head support can be equipped with
a memory function to ensure correct
installation after removal and replaced.

Fastened to the arm support cushions
using Velcro (included). Fits both short and
narrow arm support. Available for seats up to
50 cm (20”) width. A non-slip mat is available
as an option.

Arm support, std

Widening Kit

Height and depth-adjustable,
detachable.

Increases the width between the arm
supports with 2 cm (¾”) by adding spacers.

Length: 49 cm (19 ¼”)
Height: 23,5-35 cm (9 ¼-13 ¾”)

Arm support, narrow

Leg support, elevating

Provides better access to the wheels when
self propelling. Height adjustable and
detachable.

Swing–away and detachable. With foldable
calf supports, adjustable in height and depth.
Cover: Grey hygiene fabric

Length: 38 cm (14 11/12”)
Height: 21-32,5 cm (8 2/4-12 2/3 ”)

Arm support soft covers

Leg support, Cross

Soft padding is available for our arm
supports, standard and narrow.

Swing–away and detachable. Available in
90° or 70°. In combination with 90° we
recommend wide front castor housing.

Cover: Grey plush

Arm support pad, hemi

Foot support

Adjustable in angle, the height is set with the
arm support adjustment. Fitted onto the arm
support narrow.

Height and angle adjustable. Can be rotated
for various depth installation.
Length: 13 cm (5”).

Cover: Padded detachable in grey plush

Upholstery sideguard

Heel strap

Reduces the seat width with
2,5 cm (1”). To be attached
on the side guards. Sold per piece.

Adjustable length. Cannot be combined with
the extended foot support.

Cover: Grey hygiene fabric

www.etac.com
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Add-On Extended foot supports
one piece
One platform that is mounted on to exisitng
foot suppports. Available in one size:
Small - 250 x 225 mm

Calf strap padding
Detachable. Available in lengths of 20, 30
and 40 cm.

Use the widened castor housing to avoid a collision.

Add-On Extended foot supports

Padded Calf strap

Is mounted on to exisitng foot suppports.
Use separately or bolt together and use as
platform. Available in two sizes:
Medium 150 x 225 mm
Large 200 x 225 mm

Soft and warm comfort, Velcro adjustment.
Assembly on fixed or elevating leg support.
Availiable in 2 sizes: 70 cm and 90 cm

Use the widened castor housing to avoid a collision.

Add-On Side protection

Add-On Distal thigh support

The side protection is mounted on to the
Add-On Extended footplates, to prevent the
foot from coming in to contact with the castor.
Sold per piece.

Helps to align the femurs, position the knees
in neutral alignment and to control abduction.

Add-On Footbox

Leg abduction

Is mounted on to exisitng foot suppports
Available in two sizes:
Medium, for seat width 40 - 45 cm
Large, for seat width 50 - 52,5 cm

Detachable and depth-adjustable.
Cover: Grey hygiene fabric

Use the widened castor housing to avoid a collision.

Extended foot support

Amputee support

Fit the Cross foot support.
Length: 21 cm (8 ¾”).

Adjustable in height, depth, angle and
sideways. Fits both left and right side.
Available in plush and hygiene fabric.

Foot support cover

Trunk support, swing-away

For added comfort, plush

Adjustable in height, depth and width.
The arm support can be removed when the
lateral is swung out. Ideal for side transfer.
Cushion: Polyurethane

Calf strap

Trunk support, adjustable

Length-adjustable and detachable.

Adjustable in height, depth and width.
Easily removed and installed without tools.
Cushion: Polyurethane
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Cover trunk support

Back widening

Cover for trunk support in grey plush with a
small straight cushion.

Create a wider back and distribute pressure
from the back profile. Sold as a kit complete
with additionally two tension adjustable
straps.
Only in combination with seat width
40 cm and 45 cm.

Side Cushion

Back extension 3A

Embracing support. Rotate to choose
between two different shapes or to be
combined with Side stop. Sold per piece.

Add 6 cm on 3A- back support profile. With
the back extension mounted on to the 3A
back support profile a back height of up to 68
cm is achieved.

Cover: Grey plush

www.etac.com

Side stop, straight, 3A

Gas piston clips

The side stop is mounted on to the 3A back
suport. Combine with wedges or side cushion.
Adjustable in depth and height.
Sold per piece.

Every clip reduces range of tilt by 2° or back
angle by 2.5°. Useful when a more active
balance position is preferred. No tools are
required.
Only in combination with Etac Prio manual
tilt.

Pressure ditributor

Positioning belt

Distributes pressure from the back profile.
Can also be used as a widening of the back
Sold per piece.

With snap-lock, length adjustable. Two
alternative attachment points on the frame.
Available in two lengths, 100 cm and 128 cm

Width extension back 30 mm, 3A

Attachment positioning belt, front

The Width extension is mounted on to the
3A back support, and extends the width by
30 mm (1”) per side. Combine with wedges,
pressure distributors and larger cover.
Sold per piece.

Use for front assembly of 4-point belt. Or for
alternative placement of 2-point belt.
Sold as pair.

Back wedges

Chest strap attachment

Soft wedge that attaches with velcro under
the cover. Combine with side stop straight or
with width extension. Sold per piece.
Two sizes: 15 cm (6”) and 30 cm (12”) long
Cover: Dark grey velour.

To be combined with head support.

Wedges cell foam

Electric tilt

Cell foam with velcro attachment. Sold in pair.
Available in three sizes:
Length x Width x Height
Small: 13 x 9,5 x 2 cm (5 x 4 x ¾”)
Medium: 19 x 12 x 2 cm (7½ x 5 x ¾”)
Large: 20 x 17 x 2.5 cm (8 x 6½ x 1”)

Electrical back and seat recline is available
as a configuration option or as an accessory.
Can not be combined with Dynamic posterior
pelvic support, comfort lock, locking pin,
quick release back, gas piston clips and/or
basket.

Etac Prio 3A
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Safety edge

One hand brake

To be fitted together with Prio Electrical tilt
equipped with 16” transit wheels.

One hand brake for right or left side. It can be
combined with attendant brakes.
Fits 24” and 22” wheels.

User operated self-tilt

Lever locking device

Enables the more active user to
independently manage the adjustment of the
seat angle for rest and activity.

Prevents activation of the recline or tilt. To
adjust the position, pull the locking device
upwards, and then push it back down to lock.

To be applied on the seat tilt function only.

Push handles

Comfort Lock

Height adjustable and detachable, grips with
anti-slide handle covers. Can be combined
with attendant brake.

This function ensures the same preset tilt
position. There are four alternative settings
(0°, 4°, 8° or 12°). Choose one position that
is frequently used, for activity or rest. Not in
combination with Etac Prio electrical tilt.

Bow handle

Locking pin quick release back

Height adjustable, detachable.
Can be combined with attendant brake.

To facilitate the folding of the back support
the original pin can be replace by quick
release solution.

Also available as angle adjustable for seat
width 40 cm, 45 cm and 50 cm.

Not in combination with Etac Prio electrical
tilt.

Attendant brake

Back angle control

With anti-slide handle cover. 10 cm (4”)
between the handle grip and brake lever.

Limits the back angle forward on the Prio for
an active seat position.

Brake with angled handle

One arm drive

Provides a larger gripping surface. Available
in black or red. For 20”, 22” and 24” rear
wheels.

Fits the left or right sides of the chair. . Solid
innertube. Vinyl coated handrim.
Can not be combined with attendant brake,
one hand brake, widening kit or basket

Brake with extension handle
The brake lever can be angled
forward to facilitate sideway
transfers.
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Additional seat heights
for 16" rear wheels
Distance that enables two additional
seat heights for 16" rear wheels:
40 cm (15¾") and 42.5 cm (16¾").
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Rear wheels

Telescopic anti-tips

20”, 22” or 24”. Solid and pneumatic tyres.
Quick release hub, aluminum, plastic or
stainless handrim. 16” transit wheels.
Standard wheel for Prio adds only 19 cm to
the seat width. With adjustable handrim it
adds 21 cm to the seat width.

Foldable, height, adjustable in depth
and angle. Fits all seat heights.

Castor wheels

IV–stand

6”, 7” or 8”.

Including all attachments.
Not in combination with tray.

Widening castor housing

Basket for oxygene tank

Moves the castor 3 cm (1¼") outwards.
The chair's total width is not changed.

Can also be used as a carrier basket.
The basket can not be combined
with Etac Prio electrical tilt.

Spoke guards

Tool kit

Available in grey or yellow print.

Contains all necessary tools.
Allen key 3, 4, 5 and 6 mm
Ring spanner 8, 10, 13 and 17 mm
Socket spanner 19/24 mm

Our Add-On foot plate system encourage movement in your feet
By moving your feet, even if it´s small movements, you promote blood circulation and you´ll get activation from your
hips down, which helps to avoid agitation, pain and discomfort by being too still, while sitting in a wheelchair. Small
movements can especially be beneficial to an individual who has always previously been walking.

The Add-Ons with Extended foot supports and Foot box are mounted on to existing foot supports to create a
greater surface. The Distal thigh support helps to align the femur, position the knees in a more neutral position
and to control abduction. The Add-On foot supports can easily be swung away for easy transfer in and out of the
wheelchair. The foot box is fixed, provides padding to decrease pressure and is a gentle aid to help position the
feet more comfortably. The Add-Ons are available as accessories, not in configuration.

www.etac.com
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Founded in 1973, Etac is a world-leading developer and provider of ergonomic
assistive devices and patient handling equipment. Our ambition is to provide solutions
that optimise quality of life for the individual, family members and caregivers.
For the latest news and continuously updated
product information – visit: www.etac.com

Etac AB
Kista Science Tower
SE-164 51 Kista, Sweden
Tel +46 371 – 58 73 30
info@etac.se www.etac.com

